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Abstract—This paper presents a novel neural network train-
ing approach for faster convergence and better generalization
abilities in deep reinforcement learning. Particularly, we focus
on the enhancement of training and evaluation performance
in reinforcement learning algorithms by systematically reducing
gradient’s variance and thereby providing a more targeted learn-
ing process. The proposed method which we term as Gradient
Monitoring(GM), is an approach to steer the learning in the
weight parameters of a neural network based on the dynamic
development and feedback from the training process itself. We
propose different variants of the GM methodology which have
been proven to increase the underlying performance of the model.
The one of the proposed variant, Momentum with Gradient
Monitoring (M-WGM), allows for a continuous adjustment of the
quantum of back-propagated gradients in the network based on
certain learning parameters. We further enhance the method with
Adaptive Momentum with Gradient Monitoring (AM-WGM)
method which allows for automatic adjustment between focused
learning of certain weights versus a more dispersed learning
depending on the feedback from the rewards collected. As a by-
product, it also allows for automatic derivation of the required
deep network sizes during training as the algorithm automatically
freezes trained weights. The approach is applied to two discrete
(Multi-Robot Co-ordination problem and Atari games) and one
continuous control task (MuJoCo) using Advantage Actor-Critic
(A2C) and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) respectively.
The results obtained particularly underline the applicability
and performance improvements of the methods in terms of
generalization capability.
Index Terms—Reinforcement Learning, Multi-Robot Co-
ordination, Deep Neural Networks, Gradient Monitoring, Atari
Games, MuJoCo, Open AI Gym
I. INTRODUCTION
Research in deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) has seen
tremendous progress in recent years with widespread success
in various areas including video games [1], board games [2],
robotics [3], industrial assembly [4] and continuous control
tasks [5] among others. This rapid increase in interest in the re-
search community can be particularly traced back to advances
made in the training of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) in the
last decade, as well as novel RL algorithms developed recently.
Notable example of the latter include value function based
methods like deep Q-networks [6], policy gradient methods
like deep deterministic policy gradient [5], Advantage Actor
Critic (A2C) [7], trust region policy optimization [8] and
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [9] to name a few. Also
additional training components have helped in improving RL
capabilities like improved exploration strategies [10], intrinsic
motivation [11] and curiosity-driven methods [12].
Revisiting the training of DNN, regularization and better
optimization methods have played a crucial role in improv-
ing their generalization capabilities, where Batch Normal-
ization [13], Dropout [14] and weight decay [15] are the
most prominent examples which have become a standard in
supervised learning. Surprisingly, little attention has been paid
to methods for improving the generalization capabilities of
DNN during reinforcement learning, although this appears
to be crucial in supervised and unsupervised learning tasks.
Regardless, most of the above mentioned approaches are also
utilized in RL, although there are stark differences between
supervised learning and RL. It must be noted however that
the above methods nevertheless also assist in RL training [16].
Our goal however, is to develop a principled optimization and
training approach for RL, especially considering its dynamic
learning process.
In literature, generalization in RL is usually done by testing
the trained agent’s performance on an unseen variation of the
environment, usually performed by procedurally generating
new environments [16]. We however, want to improve the
evaluation performance on the same environment rather than
generating new and unseen environments for the agent. An
introduction to the existing methods for generalization in RL
is provided in Section II. As a related problem, the derivation
of suitable network sizes for a particular RL problem is rarely
addressed. In practice, the size, i.e. depth and width of the
neural networks, is mainly adjusted by either random search
or grid search methods [17]. The other recent methods usually
tune other hyperparameters such as learning rate, entropy cost,
and intrinsic reward and do not consider size of the network in
RL [18]. Therefore, tuning for an optimal architecture requires
knowledge on both the type of RL algorithm that is used
and the application domain where the algorithms are applied,
which inhibits fast deployment of the learning agents. An
automatic adjustment of the required network parameters is
highly desirable because of the long training times in RL
together with the large number of hyperparameters to be tuned.
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2To this end, we tackle the above described weaknesses in
current RL methods, namely targeted training in the evolving
learning setting and the automatic adjustment of the train-
able parameters in the neural network. We present Gradient
Monitored Reinforcement Learning (GMRL), which maintains
trust regions and reduces gradient variance, from the initial
training phase in two of those algorithms, for a targeted
training. The original proposal for Gradient Monitoring (GM)
with network pruning was originally introduced in [19] for
supervised training of DNN. We enhance the previous work
by concentrating on the gradients flow in the network rather
than the weights. Specifically, rather than pruning irrelevant
weights, we focus on the adaptive learning of the most relevant
weights during the course of training. We develop different
methods for GMRL, starting with a method that requires
knowledge of the learning process and then developing a
momentum based dynamic learning scheme which particularly
suits the sequential learning process of RL. We further develop
method to automatically adjust the GM hyperparameters,
particularly the active network capacity required for a certain
task. It is important to note that the proposed approaches
are independent from the type of RL algorithm used and
are therefore, universally applicable. We apply and test the
proposed algorithms in various continuous and discrete ap-
plication domains. The proposed GM approaches with the
A2C [7] algorithm is tested on a multi-robot manufacturing
station where the goal is a coordinated operation of two
industrial robots, sometimes termed in literature as Job-Shop
Scheduling Problem (JSSP) [20]. Thereafter, we test the
approach on some well known reinforcement learning envi-
ronments from OpenAI Gym [21] like the Atari games from
the Arcade Learning Environment [22] and MuJoCo [23] both
with the PPO [9] algorithm. The results obtained underline
the improved generalization performance and the capability to
automatically adjust the network size allowing for successful
training also in strongly over-parameterized neural networks.
The contributions of the work can be summarized as fol-
lows:
• We introduce four novel GM methods, each successively
increasing the performance of the RL algorithm, namely
Frozen threshold with Gradient Monitoring (F-WGM),
Unfrozen threshold with Gradient Monitoring (U-WGM),
Momentum with Gradient Monitoring (M-WGM), Adap-
tive Momentum with Gradient Monitoring (AM-WGM).
• The methods reduce the gradient variance helping in
improving the training performance during the initial
phase of RL with the M-WGM and AM-WGM methods
acting as a replacement for gradient clipping in PPO.
In addition to the superior evaluation performance, the
methods are shown to expedite the convergence speed by
increasing the learning rates and increasing the ’k-epoch’
updates in PPO.
• The proposed AM-WGM method allows for continuous
adjustment of the network size by dynamically varying
the number of active parameters during training by ad-
justing the network capacity based on the feedback from
the rewards collected during the learning progress.
• We conduct various experiments on different application
domains including a coordination problem of a multi-
robot station, Atari games, and MuJoCo tasks to underline
the performance gains and the general applicability of the
proposed methods.
The paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented
in Section II. In Section III, the basics of the RL-framework
employed are introduced. The proposed GM methods and
their integration with RL is presented in Section IV. Section
V presents a thorough comparison of the results obtained
from proposed methods on the various application domains.
Section VI concludes the paper and an outlook for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
We first discuss general approaches in DNN training that
help in better generalization capabilities and subsequently
focus on methods specifically for generalization in RL. Finally,
we discuss approaches for tuning the network size in RL.
Generalization in DNN: Deep feed-forward neural net-
works had been notoriously difficult to train in the past due
to various factors including vanishing gradient [24], highly
non-convex optimization problems [25] and the tendency to
over-fit [26]. All of these short-comings have been virtu-
ally mitigated in modern deep learning architectures through
a myriad of techniques. They include initialization of the
trainable parameters [27], [28], the use of sparse and non-
saturating activation functions such as ReLU [29] in the
hidden layers and the use of more efficient stochastic gradient
descent optimization algorithms such as Adam [30]. The other
approaches enhancing generalization capabilities are Batch
Normalization [13] to overcome the internal co-variate shift
and Dropout[14] which masks the neural activations with
a masking matrix drawn from a Bernoulli distribution. For
dropout, various variants improving on the vanilla dropout
have been developed including variational dropout [31] and
targeted dropout [32]. Similarly, individual weights instead
of hidden activations units are dropped in [33]. Recently, it
has been investigated that over-parameterization also leads
to better generalization performance in supervised learning
with DNN [34]–[36]. Another popular approach is the in-
corporation of auxiliary loss functions into the main loss
resulting in either L1 or L2 regularization. An increasing
popular method for optimizing neural network training is
gradient clipping [37], originally developed for the exploding
gradient problem in recurrent neural networks. It has been
proven to increase convergence speed in supervised learning
in [38]. Also a multitude of approaches for network pruning
have been reported to help in the generalization performance.
Generally, the pruning methods are applied iteratively based on
magnitude based [39], gradient or Hessian [40], [41]. Recent
methods such as [42], [43] calculate the sensitivity of each
connection and prune the weights with a single shot approach.
Please refer [44] for a recent overview of the various pruning
methods that have been developed for neural networks. We
emphasize that our approach does not include pruning weights,
but freezing them by not allowing the gradients to flow to
the respective weights. Also a direct application of pruning
3methods in RL is not clear as these methods usually require
a retraining which is far-fetched for the evolving data-set
scenario during RL training. Indeed, all of the above methods
that have been used in RL, were specifically developed for
supervised learning, but just found themselves to be used in
RL.
Variance Reduction and Generalization in RL: Variance
reduction techniques for gradient estimates in RL have been
introduced in [45] where control variate are used for estimating
performance gradients. An Averaged Deep Q Network ap-
proach has been proposed in [46] where averaging previously
learned Q-values estimates leads to a more stable training
procedure. Also, variance reduction in the gradient estimate for
policy gradient RL methods has been proposed in [47] with an
input-dependent baseline which is a function of both the state
and the entire future input sequence. Contrary to the previous
approaches, we consider variance reduction in the gradient
estimate by freezing the gradient update of a particular weight.
Literature on generalization in RL usually focuses on the
performance of the trained agent in an unseen environ-
ment [16], [48]–[50]. However, better generalization methods
for evaluating the agent on the same environment is missing in
literature. This is especially the case in industrial production
environments where the production setup does not change
drastically with time. The proposed approach is focused on
this area where a fast and reliable training procedure has been
developed for discrete and continuous environments.
Neural Architecture Search: There are a number of hy-
perparameters in neural network training, with the size of the
network being one of the most important ones. Apart from
grid search and random search, there also exist a number
of approaches including Bayesian optimization [51], evolu-
tionary methods [52], many-armed bandit [53], population
based training [18] and RL [54]. All of the above methods
search for neural architectures for a supervised learning setup.
[55] present a multi-arm bandit approach for adaptive data
generation to optimize a proxy of the learning progress.
We on the other hand, propose a method which makes the
learning process robust to the choice of the size of the
network. Furthermore, all the of the above methods search in
a sequential and very computationally expensive manner. Our
proposed method on the other hand, start with a possibly over-
parameterized network and increase or decrease the learning
capacity during training to adjust the learning procedure. This
way we dynamically determine the actually relevant number
of parameters in each training phase.
III. INTRODUCTION TO REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is the branch of machine
learning that deals with training agents to take an action a,
as a response to the state of the environment at that particular
time, st, to get a notion of reward, r. The objective of the
RL agent is to maximize the collection of this reward. Sutton
and Barto define RL as, “ learning what to do – how to map
situations to actions – so as to maximize a numerical reward
signal” [56].
A reinforcement learning system has two major compo-
nents: the agent and the environment where the overall system
Fig. 1: The interaction of agent and environment as MDP
is characterized as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The
agent is the intelligent learning system, while the environment
is where the agent operates. The dynamics of the MDP is
defined by the tuple (S,A,P,R, p0 ), with the set of states
S, the set of actions A, a transition model P, in which for a
given state s and action a, there exists a probability for the next
state s′ ∈ S , a reward function R : S ×A × S −→ R which
provides a reward for each state transition st −→ st+1. and a re-
initialization probability p0. A policy pi(a|s), provides an ac-
tion aA, for a state s presented by the environment. A policy
could use state-value function, v(s) = E[Rt|St = s], which is
the expected return from the agent when starting from a state s,
or an action-value function, q(s, a) = E[Rt|St = s,At = a],
which is the expected return from the agent when starting from
a state s, while taking action a. Here, Rt =
∑
t γ
trt is the
discounted reward that the agent collects over t times steps and
γ is the discount factor, where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. The policy then
can be defined by an  − greedy strategy where the actions
are chosen based on pi(a|s) = argmax(q(s,A)) for a greedy
action or a completely random action otherwise.
Alternatively there are policy gradient methods that use a
parameterized policy, pi(a|s, θ), to take action without using
the value functions to take actions. Value functions may still
be used to improve the learning of the policy itself as seen
in A2C. The objective of the agent is to find an optimal
policy, pi∗(a|s), that collects the maximum reward. To find
the optimal policy, the trainable parameters of the policy
are updated in such a way that it seeks to maximize the
performance as defined by the cost function J(θt) as illustrated
in Equation (1). There exists at least one policy, such that
pi∗(a|s) ≥ pi(a|s), where pi∗ is defined as the optimal policy.
θt+1 = θt + ρ∇J(θt), (1)
where θ are the parameters of the policy pi and ρ is the
learning rate. There are different choices of J(θt) for different
algorithms as explained in the sections below.
A. Advantage Actor-Critic
In this section we introduce the policy gradient algorithm
Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) [7]. A2C are policy gradient
methods that use the value function to reduce the variance in
the calculated cost function. Here, the actor refers to the policy
pi(a|s, θ1) and the critic refers to the value function v(s, θ2),
4where θ1 and θ2 are the parameters of the actor and critic
respectively. The parameters θ1 and θ2 are partially shared in
case of the A2C algorithm we use. The cost function for the
actor and the critic of A2C algorithm is given by Eqn. (2) and
(3) respectively.
J(θ) = E∼piθ
 ∑
(st,at)
logpiθ(at, st) . Apiθ (st, at)
 (2)
Apiθ (st, at) = Qpiθ (st, at)− Vpiθ (st) (3)
We use two co-operative agents that use indirect com-
munication channels to solve the multi robot coordination
environment. They are explained in detail in section V-A2.
B. Proximal Policy Optimization:
In this section, Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) is
explained. In A2C, the focus of the algorithm was to get
a good estimate of the gradients of the parameter θ. But
applying multiple optimization steps on this, empirically leads
to large policy updates that destabilizes the learning process.
A surrogate objective function in used in PPO to overcome
this.
max
θ
E∼piθ
[
min(rt(θ)Aˆt, clip(rt(θ), 1− , 1 + )Aˆt)
]
(4)
where
rt(θ) =
piθ(st, at)
piθold(st, at)
(5)
and Aˆt is the estimator of the advantage function at time
step t. Refer to [9] to have a full overview of the algorithm.
Due to this controlled nature of the policy updates PPO are
found to work well with continuous control problems. Hence,
PPO is used in MuJoCo and Atari Learning Environment.
IV. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING WITH GRADIENT
MONITORING
Modern deep learning architectures are in general over-
parameterized, i.e. the parameters drastically outnumber the
available data set size [34], [57]. While this has been empiri-
cally shown to improve the learning performance compared to
shallow architectures, determining a suitable number of layers
and neurons depending on the problem at hand remains to be
an open issue. To circumvent the determination of network
size, successful workarounds have focused on reducing the
number of actively learning parameters per iteration. They
end up in reducing the degrees of freedom during the training
using methods like drop-out, drop connect and their various
sub-forms where network activations or weights are randomly
switched off.
Gradient monitoring follows a different approach in that it
intends to steer the learning process of the DNN by ac-
tively manipulating the backward pass of the training process.
Specifically, we purposefully deactivate and activate the gradi-
ents in the backward pass for a subset of weights based on the
learning conditions which is explained in the subsection below.
Although applicable to deep learning setting, we find GM
particular useful for reinforcement learning since it reduces
the variance in the gradient estimates during the crucial initial
part of the learning process and also introduces a dynamic way
to clip the gradients that is applied layer-wise as opposed to
the norm of the entire gradients popularly used.
A. Gradient Monitoring in DNN
To illustrate the training procedure with GM, we consider
fully connected feed-forward DNN with more than one hidden
layer trained with mini-batch gradient descent and gradient
based optimizers, although we found it most effective with
momentum based gradient optimizers like Adam [30]. How-
ever, we emphasize that GM is universally applicable to other
network structures like convolutional or recurrent NN. The
training procedure in NN minimizes the loss function by
calculating the partial derivative of the loss functions with
respect to each of the weight parameters recursively. Hence,
for a NN model with m ≥ 2 hidden layers we denote Wm
as the weight matrix for the mth layer and ∇LW1 , ∇LW2
.... ∇LWm denote the gradients for each weight matrix. The
gradient calculated as per the Adam optimizer is shown in
Equation (6)
∇LWt =
mˆt√
vˆt + 
. (6)
To deactivate the gradients, we set elements of the gradient
matrix ∇LWt in (6) to zero. To accomplish this, we define a
masking matrix M , whose values are either one or zero, and
calculate the new gradient matrix ∇LˆWt as shown in (7).
∇LˆWt =MWt ◦ ∇LWt , (7)
where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product. The weight update is
performed then with a standard gradient descent update as in
Equation (8)
Wt+1 =Wt − ρ∇LˆWt . (8)
The steering of the learning process is decided based on
the effect of each parameter on the forward as well as
the backward pass. Therefore, the masking matrix, MWt , is
calculated based on a function that takes as input, the weights
Wt, their respective gradients ∇LWt from the backward pass,
a learning threshold µ(Wt,∇LWt), and a learning factor λ. A
decision matrix DWt(Wt,∇LWt) is constructed to estimate
the learning process. This decision matrix DWt(Wt,∇LWt)
is compared with the learning threshold λµ(Wt,∇LWt), in
order to make the decision if the masking value is active (1)
or inactive (0). The decision matrix can be calculated using
lot of combinations like
∣∣∣∇LWtWt ∣∣∣, ∣∣∣ Wt∇LWt ∣∣∣ or |∇LWt ◦Wt|. We
use the absolute values since we are interested in the quantum
of learning. Specifically, the masking matrix M can be defined
as
MWt = H(DWt(Wt,∇LWt)− λµ(Wt,∇LWt)), (9)
where H is the Heaviside step function in which the gradients
of weight connections which do not reach the relative amount
of learning are deactivated, i.e. receive no gradient during the
back-pass. Note that due to the use of Adam optimizer, the
5TABLE I: Hyperparameters used in GM algorithms
Symbol Description VGM M-WGM AM-WGM
λ Learning factor 3 3 3
ηstart Start of GM 3 7 3
ηrepeat Mask update frequency 3 7 3
ζ Masking momentum 7 3 3
Mζ Momentum matrix 7 3 3
αλ change rate of λ 7 7 3
φ Reward collection rate 7 7 3
R Rewards collected 7 7 3
decision for freezing gradients is not only based on the actual
gradient calculated over a mini-batch but based on the decay-
ing average of the previous gradients. We emphasize that GM
is applied to each layer in the NN. The list of hyperparameters
used along with their symbols and the algorithm they are used
in is given in table I
B. Vanilla Gradient Monitoring
The core of GM is the derivation of suitable conditions
for activating and deactivating the gradients, ∇Lt, flow which
includes deriving µ based on the actual status of learn-
ing. To keep the representation simple Dt(Wt,∇LWt) and
µ(Wt,∇LWt) will be simply written as Dt and µ respectively
henceforth. Obviously, keeping a constant integer value as the
learning threshold µ for all the gradients is not appropriate as
the proportion of learning represented in the gradients might
have different distributions in different layers and different
time-steps. Furthermore, choosing a single constant learning
value for different learning tasks is not trivial. Hence, the
learning threshold is made adaptable by the use of functions
like the mean or the percentile of the values of the decision
matrix DW . This provides a method that ensures that a certain
portion of the gradients are allowed in any situation. We define
H such that all gradients above or below the learning condition
is deactivated. In this paper we use the mean of all the elements
dij in the decision matrix DWt ∈ Rn for each layer m as the
µ function, and use
∣∣∣∇LWtWt ∣∣∣ as the D function. Concretely, we
deactivate all gradients below this learning condition:
µm =
1
n
∑
ij
dij (10)
Beside the question which gradients to deactivate, we also
have to answer the question when to deactivate the ineffective
gradients to make training most effective. This problem is
solved in two ways. First, as with the learning rate, similar
schedules for deactivating is set up depending on the problem
at hand. The methods F-WGM and U-WGM use this setup
which are together called Vanilla Gradient Monitoring (VGM).
Alternatively, we introduce a momentum parameter on top of
the masking matrix to alleviate the problem in deciding when
to start deactivating the gradients. The methods M-WGM and
AM-WGM use these methods. In this section, we further
discuss only about the methods F-WGM and U-WGM, while
M-WGM and AM-WGM are discussed in the further sections.
For F-WGM and U-WGM we have to define ηstart, which
Algorithm 1 Frozen and Unfrozen with Gradient Monitoring
1: Input: ∇Lt, Wt−1, ρ, λ, η, ηstart, ηrepeat
2: Init: Masking Matrix M
3: Sequence:
4: if η >= ηstart then and ηrepeat%η == 0
5: for each layer m do
6: Masking matrix M = H
(
Dt − λµ
)
7: Gradients: ∇Lt = ∇Lt ◦M
8: Output: Weights Wt = Wt−1 + ρ∇Lt
defines after which epoch the masking matrix is applied, along
with the λ parameter, which is the multiplication factor for
the learning condition µ. ηstart is a hyperparameter which is
tuned. But the start of the GM application can be automated
by giving it as the point of the first successful episode. This is
the point near which where we found empirically the highest
amount of gradients being back propagated. So creating and
applying the first masking at this point makes sense. The
pseudo code for F-WGM and U-WGM is provided in 1. The
only difference between F-WGM and U-WGM is that, in the
case of F-WGM the λ is kept constant and M is updated with
the same λ value for every few iterations (ηrepeat). While in
U-WGM, the λ is made variable, decreasing in value after
every update
The motivation behind the U-WGM is that the weight
parameters which did not have a relative high impact on
the learning process during the initial phase of learning (till
epoch ηstart) might nevertheless have an impact later, e.g.
once other weights have settled. Hence, by reducing the
learning condition threshold, those weights can participate in
the learning process again. The factor λ is a hyperparameter
which in practice we found that halving, i.e. λ′ = λ/2 at every
ηrepeat works well.
C. Momentum with GM
One of the disadvantages of the previous approaches is
that the performance of the algorithm is hugely dependant
on the hyperparameters ηstart and ηrepeat. ηstart is at the
first episode of convergence, since that was around where
the absolute sum of gradients was at the maximum. This
poses a problem when scaling up the use of GM RL to other
continuous control long-horizon tasks, since we always need
to decide in hindsight when to begin the application of GM.
Hence a new version of GM RL was developed to tackle the
same called Momentum with Gradient Monitoring (M-WGM).
Here we introduce a momentum matrix Mζ and a momentum
hyperparameter ζ, where the momentum matrix applied to
the gradients right from the first episode and the momentum
hyperparameter provides an intuitive control over the learning
process. The pseudo code for M-WGM is give in Algorithm
2.
The gradients and the masking matrix are calculated as
usual, but the masking matrix M is not used directly. We
use the momentum matrix Mζ which now keeps track of the
running momentum of the elements of the masking matrix.
The momentum matrix is element-wise multiplied with the
6Algorithm 2 Momentum - Gradient Monitoring
1: Input: ∇Lt, Wt−1, ρ, λ, ζ
2: Init: Mζ , M
3: Sequence:
4: for each layer do
5: Masking matrix M = H
(
Dt − λµ
)
6: Momentum matrix: Mζ =Mζζ +M(1− ζ)
7: Gradients: ∇Lt = ∇Lt ◦Mζ
8: Output: Weight Wt = Wt−1 + ρ∇Lt
gradients and the gradients are finally applied to the weights.
The rationale behind this being that the gradients are updated
according to the frequency of their activation in the mask-
ing matrix. So instead of applying the continuously varying
noisy masking matrix, we instead use a controlled momentum
matrix. The momentum method controls the variance in the
gradient updates, especially in the early stages of the RL
learning process where this stability provides for convergence
to a better minima. Also in the later stages the momentum
matrix still controls the sudden bursts of gradients that could
destabilize the learning process and therefore provides much
better performance of the agents as shown empirically in the
results section. As such we use this method as a controlled
replacement for the global gradient clipping usually done in
RL algorithms.
D. Adaptive Momentum with GM
The λ parameter in the M-WGM algorithm is kept constant
throughout the training. But as noticed in the U-WGM method,
modifying the hyperparameter for learning condition threshold
(λ) improves performance. Hence in this section, we introduce
the algorithm Adaptive Momentum with Gradient Monitoring
(AM-WGM), where instead of hand setting the threshold
for masking matrix activation it is made adaptable based on
the performance (reward collection rate φ) of the agent. For
example, if the agent performs worse than before then the
threshold is increased so that fewer gradients are active in
the masking matrix and vice-versa. This means when the
performance is bad, learning is restricted to fewer weights,
while in case of improved performance, the agent is provided
more weights in the learning process. The pseudo code for
the AM-WGM is provided in Algorithm 3. To ensure stability
in the initial training episodes, λ is not modified until a few
episodes are completed, usually at about 30% of the total
episodes, and it is also updated after every few episodes,
usually at about 10% of the total episodes. These are also
denoted by the hyperparameters ηstart, ηrepeat.
Rn =
1
T
T∑
i=1
rt (11)
So AM-WGM is similar to M-WGM in the initial stages of
the learning process and it only activates after a certain number
of updates are applied and the learning process has stabilized.
The algorithm initializes the parameters: reward collected in
current episode (Rn), reward collected in previous episode
Algorithm 3 Adaptive Momentum with Gradient Monitoring
1: Input: ∇Lt, Wt−1, ρ, λ, ζ, αζ , η, ηstart, ηrepeat
2: Init: Mζ , M , Ro, φn, φo, ηstart, ηrepeat
3: Sequence:
4: Update Rn
5: if η >= ηstart and η%ηrepeat == 0 then
6: φn = Rn / Ro
7: if φn / φo >= 1 then
8: change = -1
9: else if φn / φo < 1 then
10: change = 1
11: λ = clamp(λ+(αλ*change), 0, 1)
12: φo = φn
13: Ro = Rn
14: for each layer do
15: Masking matrix M = H
(
Dt − λµ
)
16: Momentum matrix Mζ =Mζζ +M(1− ζ)
17: New Gradients: ∇Lt = ∇Lt ◦Mζ
18: Output: Weight Wt = Wt−1 + ρ∇Lt
(Ro), rate of reward collected in the current episode (φn), rate
of reward collected in the previous episode (φo). The mean
reward collected is stored for the current episode is stored
as Rn. The rate of reward collected, φn, is the calculated. If
the rate of reward collection increased (φn / φo >= 1) then
we reduce the threshold (λ) (which allows more gradients
to be used), while we increase the increase the threshold
(λ) if the performance has degraded. The hyperparameter αλ
controls the amount of change in the λ value. The adaptable
nature of the algorithm has empirically shown to increase the
performance of the agents.
E. Summary:
The GM methods explained above contribute mainly on
two things on the algorithm level: provide an additional
trust-region constraint for the policy updates and variance
reduction of the gradients. The additional trust-region con-
straint is provided by removing the noisy insignificant gradient
contributions. Noise in the gradients update is reduced by use
of the masking matrix or the momentum matrix while the
insignificant contributions are removed by using the Heavi-
side step function. So only the consistently high contributing
gradients are propagated while the others are factored to have
a low impact on the learning process. The removal of these
gradients also reduce the overall variance. This is especially
critical for a stable learning in the initial stages of the learning
process. Our results from the experiments corroborate this.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We test the GM-RL algorithms on a variety of different
environments to prove its applicability empirically. We discuss
and apply the proposed methods to a real world multi-robot
coordination environment with discrete state and action space.
Further we apply two algorithms, M-WGM and AM-WGM,
on the OpenAI Gym environments of Atari games (continuous
7Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the multi-robot setup with the
common operation region of both robots shown in grey stripes
state space and discrete action space) and MuJoCo simulations
(continuous state space and continuous action space). This is
because the algorithms, M-WGM and AM-WGM, perform the
best in multi-robot co-ordination problem and they can also be
directly applied without any hindsight information. The results
from the OpenAI Gym environments prove the general ’plug
and play’ nature of the M-WGM and AM-WGM methods,
wherein any previously proven algorithm can be improved
upon by usage of GM-RL. All the RL and proposed GM
methods have been developed using PyTorch [58].
The results section is structured as follows. All the GM meth-
ods introduced in the previous section (F-WGM, U-WGM, M-
WGM, AM-WGM) are tested on the multi-robot coordination
environment. The results show that the algorithm gets pro-
gressively better with each iteration. Then the applicable GM
solutions (M-WGM, AM-WGM) are applied in the OpenAI
Gym environments. The results obtained are compared with
similar algorithms Without Gradient Monitoring (WOGM).
The results are tested on various random seed initialization
(Atari: 5 seeds and MuJoCo: 10 seeds) to test for stability of
the algorithm.
A. Multi-Robot Coordination Environment
This section describes the application of GM-RL algorithm
on a cooperative, self-learning robotic manufacturing cell. The
environment along with the corresponding RL agent setup is
described in sections below, followed by the results achieved
on the various trials.
1) Environment description: We use a simulation of the
cooperative, self-learning robotic manufacturing cell to interact
with the RL agent. Training is done on the simulated environ-
ment since training the RL agent on the real manufacturing
cell is time consuming and it requires large amounts of data to
converge to a good minima [59]. The simulated environment
closely resembles the actual environment, emulating all the
necessary features like position of work piece, status of
machines etc., accelerating the learning process from taking
weeks to few hours. The simulation environment is developed
in Python.
Fig. 3: The multi-robot setup of two industrial robots and a
working platform
2) Learning Set-up: The multi-robot coordination problem
is setup in the cooperative test-bed as shown in the Figure 3.
The test-bed has a dual robot setup, consisting of Adept
Cobra i600 SCARA robot and an ABB IRB1400 6-DOF-
robot. The test-bed has six handling stations, two input buffers,
three handling stations, and one output buffer as shown in
Figure 2. There are two different types of work-pieces to be
handled through the stations, Work-Piece-1 (WP1) and Work-
Piece-2 (WP2), each with their respective input buffers. Both
the work pieces have their own pre-defined sequences that
are encoded into them through embedded RFID chips. The
schematic diagram of the test-bed is given in the Figure 2.
The robots pick and place the work-pieces from one station
to the other. The work space where the handling stations are
located is accessible to both the robots, hence it is possible to
have a shared working space denoted by the striped grey area
in Figure 2. Each robot has its own proprietary software to
control its movements. Hence a supervisory control system is
implemented through Siemens S7 platform that controls and
coordinates the robot movements. This supervisory control
system sends signals to the robot’s on-board control system
where the actual action is taken by the robot. The task of the
agents in this test-bed is to move a predefined number of work
pieces through the handling stations within an optimal steps
or time-frame into the output buffer.
Agent, Environment and Reward Representation: In this
part, we discuss the agent-type, number of agents, the action-
space and the state representation for the agents. The robots
are used as the agents, where both robots act independently in
a multi-agent setup. The robots take the universal state of the
system and output an action each. For the architecture of the
robotic multi-agent, independent learners with communication
enabled between the agents was chosen since it is established
that communication between the agents helps in faster con-
vergence [60]. This setup gives the RL-agent a good overview
of the global conditions and local conditions. For the action-
space, the agent has only predefined movements of the work-
piece paths since a supervisory control system takes care of the
hardware level movements. Providing this information, instead
of the agent computationally finding the best movements is
a practical choice as well because such a constraint already
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State Reward
Each step -1
Locked state -100
Incomplete after 1000 steps -100
Unequal WP movement -30
WP Output +50
Target achieved 500
exists as a part of the manufacturing document in the factory.
The action-space by extension controls the input, output, and
loading of the work-piece in the resources. Additionally, no
Programmable Logic Control (PLC) programming is required
to implement the RL-agent. This eliminates ineffective actions
and the size of the action-space is reduced to 10 instances per
robot. The state-space is a piece of very important information
since this is what the agent sees. The state of the resources was
chosen to represent the state-space since it was independent of
the work-order size, and also had the computational advantage
of being in a discrete space. The state-space has 27 states
given by 33, three work stations and three job types (WP1,
WP2, and empty). Additionally the work-piece completion
percentage is also given as part of the state-space. This acts as
a communication channel between the agents to identify the
work done by the other agent.
The setting-up of the rewards for a RL-agent is important
as it can influence the stability of the system. We setup the
reward as follows. Every action taken by the robots incurred a
reward of -0.1. During the course of the study of environment
two states were identified as being locked, meaning no further
movement of the job is possible. If the robot reached these
states it gets a reward of -100. Also, if the agent is not
able to reach the required target in 1000 steps, it receives
a reward of -100. To ensure that the equal quantities of WP1
and WP2 are processed, a constraint was placed on the system
such that if one of the work-piece reaches completion without
the other work-piece reaching even 75% of its target, then
it gets a reward of -30 as this behaviour is not completely
bad but something to be improved upon. Every individual
output from the environment incurred a reward of +50, while
the agent gets a reward of +500 if the global targets of both
agents are achieved. The reward for the individual output can
be characterised as an intermediate reward, which guides the
agent to make more such actions that will eventually lead to
achieving the global target. The global target is set as 20 work-
pieces each of WP1 and WP2. The rewards are shown in table
II
We use a similar approach as presented in [7] with neural
network architecture in the actor critic algorithm. The main
idea is to use multi-task learning [61], which constructs neural
networks that enable generalised learning of the tasks, in
the context of the actor-critic algorithm. The ‘multi-headed
neural network’ also is known to generalise the tasks by
taking advantage of the system specific information from the
signals [61]. The primary hyper-parameters in focus here are
the network size, the learning rate, the batch size and the
n-step size. The values of hyper-parameters which gave the
TABLE III: Hyperparameters of A2C algorithm
Algorithm Hyperparameter Value
All NN Input Size 29
All Body - Network Layers 2
All Body - Layer Neurons 10
All Head - Network Layers 2
All Head - Layer Neurons 10
All Batch size 10
WOGM Learning rate (ρ) 1e-3
VGM, M-WGM, AM-WGM Learning rate (ρ) 2e-3
All Learning Factor (λ) 0.5
All Discount factor (γ) 0.99
AM-WGM Momentum value (ζ) 0.0005
AM-WGM AM-WGM start (ηstart) 1500
AM-WGM AM-WGM repeat (ηrepeat) 1000
AM-WGM Masking Momentum (ζ) 0.999
AM-WGM Threshold change (αζ ) 0.001
best results are shown in Table III which were set using grid-
search. Although the network size can be arbitrarily large,
we use this particular size which gave the best result for the
WOGM algorithm. This is discussed in Robustness to Choice
of Network Size of the results section. The activation function
in the actor and critic layer is ReLU while those used in the
shared layer is Sigmoid.
3) Results: In this section, we discuss the results in three
sub-parts namely the gradients during the back-propagation,
the amount of rewards the agents collected, and the task
time and the number of work-piece outputs achieved by
each agent in the multi-robot environment. All the results
provided here are from the deployment of the agents after the
training is complete, although we also notice that the GM-RL
algorithms improve the training performance, leading to faster
convergence in all GM methods as shown in Figure 10. All the
agents are trained for 5000 episodes where the convergence is
achieved after 1000-2000 episodes in each of the algorithms,
allowing for 3000 further episodes of learning. The agents are
eventually tested for 4000 episodes.
Gradients: In this section, we discuss about the amount
of gradients that back-propagate through the neural network
to analyse the targeted learning activity in the network. Since
the gradient directions can be both positive and negative, in-
order to get the actual quantum of the gradients, the absolute
sum of the gradients for each backward pass is calculated.
The absolute sum for the GM methods are calculated after
the masking matrix is applied hence the quantum of gradients
back-propagated by the GM methods are considerably less
than the WOGM method as can be seen in Figure 4. It can
be noted that in the case of U-WGM the gradients spike
is noted in the iterations at which the masking matrix is
applied. While the F-WGM and U-WGM are still prone to
the odd fluctuations in the gradients back-propagated, it should
be noted that the momentum based GM methods (M-WGM
and AM-WGM) control their gradient variations well during
the entire training process. The WOGM training is exposed
to extensive variation in the amount of gradient flow. This
variance reduction eventually leads to a stable learning process
which reflects in the rewards collected as well as illustrated in
Figure 9. The AM-WGM algorithm collects the most rewards,
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followed by the rest of the rest of the GM methods, with the
WOGM algorithm collecting the least amount of rewards.
Robustness to Choice of Network Size: Another important
advantage of using the GM methods is the higher degree
of freedom or robustness to the size of the network cho-
sen. This is because the threshold-function (λµ) explained
in Algorithm 1 adaptively selects only the required neurons
for learning and ensures the learning is focused only on
them. In Figure. 5, the dynamic selection of the amount
active neurons from all the GM methods are illustrated over
the training progress. This dynamic selection accelerates the
learning process while removing the need for hyper-parameter
tuning for the number of neurons in the DNN. To provide
additional evidence for this phenomenon, we trained the same
multi-robot co-ordination problem with a randomly chosen
bigger network size (3-layers, 20-neurons per layer) with
the M-WGM algorithm. Three simulations were made one
without any GM method, one with M-WGM (threshold -
0.5) and one with M-WGM (threshold - 0.75). As illustrated
in Figure 6, the rewards collected by the WOGM method
with more parameters, is considerably less to all the M-
WGM methods when the network size is changed. The drop
in performance is substantially less in the GM algorithms.
Furthermore, Figure 7 illustrates the drastic increase in the
number of steps required for the WOGM method to achieve
the work-piece transportation goal. This shows the robustness
to the change in the size of the network. Fig. 8 illustrates the
automatic adjustment on the amount of active weights in the
M-WGM methods. It can be observed that the for the same
learning factor (λ)value of 50%, the quantum of gradients
back-propagated in the smaller network is higher than in the
bigger network, further proving the automatic usable network
size adjustment capability of the algorithm.
Task Time: Task time is the amount of steps required by the
agents to move the 20 work-pieces through the production sys-
tem. The figures show the episode wise steps taken (Figure 11)
and jobs completed (Figure 12). WOGM performs the worst in
terms of number of steps required and is also not stable in work
completion. F-WGM improves the task time while still being
a bit unstable in work-piece completion. U-WGM provides
a very stable output at the same time reducing the task time
further. While M-WGM provides the best task completion time
Fig. 5: Active neurons in back-prop
Fig. 6: Rewards collected by the agents of different network
sizes
and is stable enough for deployment, AM-WGM provides the
combination of stability and task time completion. This also
reflects in the amount of rewards collected.
B. MuJoCo
1) Environment Description:: The MuJoCo engine facili-
tates accurate and fast simulations of physical systems for re-
search and development. This engine, wrapped inside the Ope-
nAI Gym environment, provides for a frequently used [62],
[63] training and testing benchmark environment in the domain
of RL. The already established baseline performance in the
form of PPO algorithm helps in the direct comparison of the
effect of introducing GM methods. We test the M-WGM and
AM-WGM on four randomly selected MuJoCo environments
i.e. Half Cheetah, Ant, Humanoid and Inverted Double Pendu-
lum (IDP). Each algorithm was run on the four environments
with 10 random seed initialization. The learning setup is the
same as in [9], if not stated otherwise. The hyperparameter
for all the different algorithms are shown in table V.
2) Results: Since we are reducing the gradients back-
propagated, the hyperparameters of the PPO algorithm are
modified to reflect that and take advantage of the reduced
variances. For example, the learning rate is increased com-
pared to the original paper. This does not destabilize the
learning process like in the vanilla PPO implementation due
to the inherent variance reduction capabilities of the M-WGM
and AM-WGM algorithms. It should be noted that we have
also not used the global gradient clipping implemented in
10
Fig. 7: Output by different NN sizes
Fig. 8: Comparison of active gradient percentage by network
size
the vanilla PPO. The GM implementation provides a better
layer-wise control over norm of the gradients. As illustrated
in Fig. 13, during our trials both the GM methods performed
better than WOGM. The M-WGM and AM-WGM algorithms
both performed on average better in all of the four games
across the 10 random seeds. It should be noted that the AM-
WGM provides the best normalized improvement over the
WOGM. The final scores with the maximum average reward
collected are presented in Table IV.
C. Atari
1) Environment Description: The Atari games were first
introduced in [22] to aid the development of general domain
independent AI technology. The environment also provides
for a baseline where previous algorithms have been tested.
We test a total 10 games, 6 of which were randomly selected
(Battlezone, Frostbite, Gopher, Kangaroo, Timepilot, and Za-
xxon). The other 4 (Montezuma’s Revenge, Pitfall, Skiing,
and Solaris) are selected to specifically to test the long term
credit assignment problem of the algorithms. We use the ram
information as input to the network with no frames being
TABLE IV: Reward in MuJoCo environment
Environment PPO M-WGM AM-WGM
Half Cheetah 3600±1447 3744±1621 4037±1785
Ant 3151±584 3225±611 3183±758
Humanoid 720±381 750±658 893±1007
IDP 7583±1151 8154±1063 8364±959
Fig. 9: Rewards collected by each algorithm
Fig. 10: Convergence speed of algorithms
skipped. The 10 games were run on the three algorithms
(WOGM, M-WGM, and AM-WGM) over 5 random seed
initialization. The learning setup is the same as in [9], if
not stated otherwise. The hyperparameter for all the different
algorithms are shown in table VI.
2) Results: As with the implementation in MuJoCo en-
vironment, we use a higher learning rate and do not use
the global clipping used in the vanilla PPO. We also found
that increasing the k-epoch update in AM-WGM increases its
performance significantly. As shown in the Figure 14, the M-
WGM method performs better than WOGM in 4 out of the 6
random games while AM-WGM performs better in 5 out of the
6 random games. There was no performance improvement for
the algorithms in the difficult games except in Solaris, where
TABLE V: Hyperparameter Values for PPO in MuJoCo
Algorithm Hyperparameter Value
WOGM Learning rate 2.5e-4
WOGM Hidden Units 64
M- & AM-WGM Learning rate 3e-4
M- & AM-WGM Hidden Units 96
WOGM k-epoch updates 4
M- & AM-WGM k-epoch updates 5
M- & AM-WGM Momentum Value (ζ) 0.99, 0.9995
M- & AM-WGM Threshold (λ) 0.5
M- & AM-WGM Global Gradient clipping False
M- & AM-WGM Momentum Matrix(Mζ ) Init 1
AM-WGM Threshold Change (αζ ) 0.05
AM-WGM Adaptive start from 150
AM-WGM Adaptive start for 50
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Fig. 11: Steps taken to complete the given target
Fig. 12: Work-pieces completed in each episode
there is a drastic improvement made by the GM algorithms as
shown in Figure 15.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose four novel neural network training methodolo-
gies called Gradient Monitoring in Reinforcement Learning,
for a more robust and faster training progress. The proposed
methods incorporate a targeted training procedure in neural
network by systematically reducing the gradient variance and
additional trust-region constraint for the policy updates. The
adaptive momentum method helps the network to chose the
optimal number of parameters required for a particular training
step based on the feedback from the rewards collected. This
results in the training algorithm being robust to the selection
TABLE VI: Hyperparameter Values for PPO in Atari games
Algorithm Hyperparameter Value
WOGM Learning rate 2.5e-4
WOGM Hidden Units 64
M- & AM-WGM Learning rate 4e-4
M- & AM-WGM Hidden Units 96
M- & AM-WGM Momentum Value (ζ) 0.999
M- & AM-WGM Threshold (λ) 0.5
M- & AM-WGM Global Gradient clipping False
M- & AM-WGM Momentum Matrix(Mζ ) Init 0
AM-WGM Threshold Change (αζ ) 0.1
AM-WGM Adaptive start from 2000
AM-WGM Adaptive start for 1000
Fig. 13: Percent Change in the performance of the M-WGM
and AM-WGM with WOGM as baseline
Fig. 14: Percentage Performance improvement of the proposed
methods in 6 randomly selected games
of the size of the network. The proposed methods on average,
outperform the standard A2C in the multi-robot co-operation
application and the standard PPO algorithm in the Mujoco and
Atari environment.
A potential limitation of the F-WGM and UF-WGM meth-
ods is the occurrence of peaks in the the gradient during
training which can sometimes disturb the learning process.
Another limitation of the AM-WGM is the selection of the
hyperparameter ηstart .This can be eliminated by using feed-
back from the reward collection during training. This will part
of the future work. Subsequent research will also focus on the
performance improvement of the RL agent to generalize to
unseen environment setup like in CoinRun [16], application
to model free on-policy RL algorithms like trust region policy
optimization [8] and model free off-policy RL algorithms like
deep deterministic policy gradient [5].
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